Norwich Diocesan Association of Ringers
Standing Committee
Minutes of the Meeting held at Diocesan House, Norwich on 1st October 2016

Present
In the Chair
Association Officers:
NDA Trustees:
BRF Trustees
Eastern Branch:

Southern Branch
Western Branch
Northern Branch
Vice Presidents

1

Paul Cubitt, Association President
Phillippa Hughes, General Secretary
Dawn Pullan, Treasurer
Rosemary Ditchman
Maureen Gardiner
Rosemary Charles
Aubrey Forster
Stephen Rabong
Katie Wright
Ann Malena Webb
David Webb
Mike Hodgkinson
Elisabeth Spry
Celia Barker
Bridget Yates
Richard Carter
Peter Adcock
Betty Baines
Norman Cossey
Edward Curson
Steve Day
Kenny Frostwick
Roy Wiles

Apologies

Apologies were received from Jenny Brunger, Judy Frostwick, Gale Hodgkinson, Mike
Hollis, David Lord, Marion Keable, Jim Morley, Anita Piper, Keith Shaw and Peter Trent.
2.

In Memoriam

The Committee stood in silence to remember those members of the Association who had
died since its last meeting. They were:
David Fowler of Dereham
Ted Turney of Gressenhall
Tony West of Cromer
The President asked that Branches should aim to include obituaries in their newsletters
so that these could be easily uploaded for inclusion in the Annual Report. He pointed
out that without this or a similar mechanism it was inevitable that some would fail to be
included.

2.

Minutes of the Meeting held on 6th February 2016

2.1

Corrections

A number of items requiring correction were identified. Subject to these changes the
minutes were adopted as a true record. The corrected version will be made available for
publication on the web site.
2.1

Matters arising

Item 5.3: Maureen Gardiner reported that Ruth Suggett of Bardwell in Suffolk will be
doing an accrediting assessment of a trainee teacher who has successfully taught a new
ringer basic bell handling within the ITTS learning scheme.
Item 9 (b): The proposal to amend the rule covering the requirement for a non-resident
taking part in a peal rung for the Association to pay a subscription to become a nonresident life member was not taken forward to the AGM. It was further discussed and an
amended proposal was agreed. This was that the requirement for a subscription to be
paid should be abolished. It was further agreed that the change would be incorporated
in the proposal to the AGM on fees paid for Association membership. If approved this
would be effective from the start of 2018.
3.

AGM minutes

The President asked members to review these minutes for correctness. A number of
corrections were identified and will be incorporated in the draft minutes sent out to
members before the next AGM.
There was a discussion on the problem of encouraging people to stand for office. It was
agreed that proposals should be prepared for changes to Rule 17 to enable nominations
to be made at the AGM.
4.

Reports from the Officers

4.1

Association President

Paul reported that he had attended a number of practices across the Association. The
small number of ringers attending some was a cause for sadness, although Open Days at
Mancroft and Ludham had shown that considerable interest in bell ringing could be
generated.
He had also carried out inspections at a number of towers not currently active, noting
that often it appeared that limited work might restore the bells to a useable condition.
He had given a talk at St Nicholas’s Chapel in Kings Lynn as part of local fundraising and
had attended a fundraising meeting at St Peter Mancroft. He said that Richard Carter
planned to make presentations at Branch meetings during the year to describe plans for
the ringing centre.

Paul explained to the meeting an analysis he had prepared charting the condition of
towers as described in the Annual Report. He drew attention to the proportion of
towers which do hold regular practices and to the proportion where there is regular
Sunday ringing. In both cases the figure was approximately one third. Even allowing for
the poor state of some installations and the grouping of churches in benefices with
rotation of services, we should question whether there is a real shortage of active
bands. He said that he doubted the value of restoring bells where there was no local
initiative driving the establishment of a band to ring them.
There was a discussion about the points raised with reference to the state of the bells
and ringing at some particular towers. It was noted that a number of potentially viable
towers had fallen out of use for the lack of a local active band. As a result, fittings may
deteriorate to the point of rendering the bells hard to ring.
On the positive side, Kessingland had 80 visitors on its open day and Mancroft had over
500. Paul suggested that every tower should be encouraged to be a teaching tower. If
we don’t teach ourselves we won’t have enough ringers for the future.
Bridget said that the Western Branch is well aware that quarterly meetings are not well
attended and its committee is reviewing ways of trying to arrange them to provide what
people want. Various options have been tried. The experience has been that when a
change is made people attend for a time but the initiatives have not always maintained
impetus. Morning meetings followed by lunch was the most successful so far. She asked
for any ideas from other Branches.
4.2

General Secretary

Pippa reported that she Is reorganising files into computer files, and looking into
creating a General Secretary’s email address. This was generally thought to be a good
idea.
4.3

Association Ringing Master

The meeting noted the current lack of a post holder and there was a discussion about
the need or otherwise for the post to be filled. Various views were expressed and Dawn
pointed out that in fact every Ringing Master had set their own priorities and objectives.
Despite a view being expressed by one member that the post was unnecessary, a number
of Association-level functions were identified which had been in previous years the
responsibility of the Ringing Master (and in some cases initiated by them).
These included convening and chairing the Education Committee (which organises the
Association Training Days), organising and promoting the training of local ringing
teachers using ART, organising events such as striking competitions, fostering ringing
within the Association and encouraging peal and quarter peal ringing. It was noted that
Quarter Peal Week had been initiated by a past Ringing Master.
It was agreed that the Ringing Master needed to work across the Association and be
willing to participate in projects across the Association, working with the Chair to plan.

This is notwithstanding the fact that the size of the Association geographically can
constrain anyone’s ability to get involved across all its towers.
4.4

Association Treasurer

Dawn reported that the parish affiliation scheme has generated over £1000 this year
thanks to Theo’s efforts.
Subscriptions received were low in the year to date compared with last year. Dawn
attributed this to the fact that she has not received returns from two out of the four
Branches this year. Money paid in directly to the NDA account needed to be identified
as members’ subscriptions.
Failure to do this meant that she could not claim Gift Aid on them. It also meant that
the Association does not know who its members are (a requirement of the Charities Act)
and there was a risk that any not listed might technically not be insured during ringing
activities. Lack of information also prevented her from chasing up towers whose
members had not paid. Two Branches however continued to send her details via the
Branch Treasurers. As a final problem she will not be able to finalise accounts if
information is not received.
In response to a question she said that the Branches from which information had not
been received were the Eastern and Northern Branches. She also noted that in some
cases partial information had been received (for example from which tower
subscriptions came but with no list of members included).
Dawn reported that the Tower Open Day had raised £920 to be split between the
Mancroft appeal and the BRF. There was general appreciation of Betty Baines’s efforts
in organising the series of Open Days with such excellent results.
The draw at the AGM raised £460 after costs.
She said that the Belfry Restoration Fund had a balance of around £15000, excluding
monies held for projects approved but not yet awarded.
4.5

Librarian

The previous Librarian, Les Cook, resigned 2 years ago, but the information did not
appear to have been widely received. It was agreed that the Chair should ask Gudrun
Warren if she would take it on. Rosemary Charles pointed out that the Paul Cattermole
Fund also had a commitment to the preservation of ringing resources.
Richard Carter agreed to ask Les what he held that should be handed over.
4.6

Safeguarding Officers

Katie and Pippa reported that they had met Sue Brice in a very helpful session. They had
agreed that Katie would take the lead role with Pippa supporting her.

Bridget asked if Katie could keep people informed if there is an opportunity to attend
diocesan training courses. Katie agreed to do this, bearing in mind that these courses
might be constrained in the number of places available.
The Chair also suggested that towers be encouraged to approach Sue for advice. Ann
Webb suggested this could be an opportunity to invite Sue to an AGM, either to do a
brief presentation and/or to run a short session alongside it.
4.7

Report Secretary/publications

Theo suggested a group be brought together to go through the report to decide what the
essential contents of the Annual Report should be, and to provide guidelines to Branches
on the information required and the format needed. Paul asked for other people to
help, with representation from each Branch and from the Association. Both the Chair
and the General Secretary agreed to help. The group would it was hoped also take
responsibility for getting the report printed. It was agreed that the format used by
Simon Smith to gather information from Branches for inclusion in the Report was the
best starting point.
4.8

Peal Secretary

Richard Carter reported that at this stage in the year there had been 41 peals, 38 in
tower, rung for the Association. He outlined the range rung, with 18 being minor and 16
major methods. The top three peal ringers were Richard Carter, Simon Rudd and Janet
House. Leading conductors were David Brown and Peter Waterfield, and the leading
towers Great Ryburgh, East Raynham and St George’s Colegate.
4.9

Webmaster

The General Secretary informed the meeting that the Webmaster had nothing to report.
He asked that anyone with suggestions for the website should contact him directly. It
was agreed that the Annual Report should be published on the website.
5.

Central Council

Maureen Gardiner presented the review of the Central Council’s purpose and operations
that has been initiated and noted the closing dates for comments and suggestions for
how this work should be carried forward.
Appointment of members to fill vacancies:
Maureen proposed and Mike Hodgkinson seconded the nomination of Phillippa Hughes
and Katie Wright to fill two of the current vacancies. This was unanimously accepted.
6.

Governance of the NDA

Paul presented the results of a discussion he had held with the trustees. A proposal had
been developed to change the relationship of the Standing Committee and the trustees
and to alter the size and composition of the former. (attached to this report for
information)

In discussion people welcomed the idea of streamlining the Standing Committee and
agreed that it should meet more often - say 4 times a year. In the absence of people
representing every aspect of Association activities regular reports would be required.
This would also enable people to stay involved without having to attend the meeting.
It was agreed that a more detailed proposal would be brought by trustees to the next
Standing Committee meeting with the objective of taking a proposal to the next AGM.
Paul suggested that the approach might be a trial change of the way things operate. It
was also agreed that Branches should have an opportunity to discuss the proposals in a
bit more detail than the document presented to this Standing Committee. An expanded
report will be prepared and circulated by the Chair and General Secretary.
7.

Belfry Advisory Committee Report

Aubrey welcomed Paul’s involvement in reviewing the condition of the Association
towers.
7.1

Work completed:

Wells next the Sea: Taylors had rehung the back three and replaced some pulleys and
ropes. A £2000 grant had been agreed
Barnham Broom: The local fundraisers were aiming for completion in 2018 and have so
far raised £2000. They will be applying for HLF funding for the proposed rehanging of
the five bells.
Knapton: Work had now been completed and there should be ringing by end of this year
Necton: No further information at this stage. The work is due to be done early in 2017.
7.2

Grants:

Aubrey was expecting an application from Burston for a grant from the Paul Cattermole
Fund to restore the single bell.
A grant request had been received from Brooke. It was agreed that despite a late
application it should be considered at this meeting of the Standing Committee.
The shortfall in funds for Brooke project was £7,811. It was proposed that the Bert Gogle
bequest to the Association (a fund of £8062) be awarded to the Brooke subject to
completion of the project and a satisfactory inspection. The small balance remaining in
the fund could be used to update lighting, including emergency lighting, in the tower. It
would be a condition of the award that a memorial tablet be installed in due course at
Brooke. The award was proposed by Steve Day, and seconded by Richard Carter. It was
carried unanimously.
7.3

Belfry Maintenance

Aubrey said that he would dearly like to see established a small group prepared to
undertake some maintenance activities

8.

AOB

Rosemary Charles announced that 2017 would be the 50th anniversary of the
augmentation of Wymondham’s bells. It is planned that there will be a 10 bell striking
competition as part of the celebrations with a team invited from from each of the
Branches and a local team. The event is planned for Sunday 30th July.
Mike Hodgkinson reported that the 2016 calendar did not make a profit. There would be
none in future as far as he knew.
Ann Webb reported that AGM in 2017 will be held in the Southern Branch. It is proposed
to have two towers open in the morning, probably Winfarthing and Tibenham. The
service will be at North Lopham at 2.00pm, then the AGM at the Lophams village hall to
be followed by tea. Ringing will available at Lophams before the service and possibly at
another tower.
Betty Baines thanked everyone who had helped over the years with the Open Day. This
year’s result was especially good.
9.

Next meeting

This will be on February 11th Diocesan House 2.30pm (note change of date)

